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Abstract

The task of generating minimal models of a knowledge base
is a significant computational problem in artificial intelli-
gence. This task is at the computational heart of diagnosis
systems like truth maintenance systems, and of nonmono-
tonic systems like autoepistemic logic, default logic, and dis-
junctive logic programs. Unfortunately, it is NP-hard. In this
paper we present a hierarchy of classes of knowledge bases,
	1;	2; :::, with the following properties: first,	1 is the
class of all Horn knowledge bases; second, if a knowledge
baseT is in	k, thenT has at mostk minimal models, and all
of them may be found in timeO(lnk), wherel is the length
of the knowledge base andn the number of atoms inT ; third,
for an arbitrary knowledge baseT , we can find the minimum
k such thatT belongs to	k in time polynomial in the size
of T ; and, last, whereK is the class of all knowledge bases,
it is the case that

S
1

i=1
	i = K, that is, every knowledge

base belongs to some class in the hierarchy. The algorithm is
demand-driven, that is, it is capable of generating one model
at a time.

1 Introduction
Computing minimal models is an essential task in many rea-
soning systems in artificial intelligence, including circum-
scription (McCarthy 1980) and minimal diagnosis (de Kleer,
Mackworth, & Reiter 1992), and in answering queries posed
on logic programs and deductive databases (Minker 1982).
In such reasoning systems, the goal is to produce plausible
inferences or plausible explanations, not to compute mini-
mal models. Nonetheless, efficient algorithms for comput-
ing minimal models can substantially speed up inference in
these systems.

Let us take a closer look at the task of computing the sta-
ble models of a disjunctive knowledge base. One of the most
successful semantics for knowledge bases isstable model
semantics(Gelfond & Lifschitz 1988), which associates any
knowledge base with a (possibly empty) set of models called
stable models. Intuitively, each stable model represents a set
of coherent conclusions one might deduce from the knowl-
edge base. It turns out that the task of computing grounded
interpretations for a set of TMS justifications corresponds
exactly to the task of computing the stable models of the
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knowledge base represented by the set of TMS justifica-
tions, and that algorithms for computing stable models may
be used in computing expansions of autoepistemic programs
and extensions of Reiter’s default theories (Elkan 1990;
Gelfond & Lifschitz 1991).

Each stable model of a knowledge base is a minimal
model. Moreover, if the knowledge base is stratified, that
is, if there are no circular dependencies between the facts
that involve negation, the computation of the stable model
is carried by dividing the knowledge into layers (strata) and
computing the set of minimal models in each strata.

The algorithm presented in this paper can be used for
computing all minimal models, but it can stop once only part
of the models have been generated. That is, there is no need
to compare all the models of the knowledge base with each
other in order to find out which of them is minimal. This
feature can be used, for example, as follows:

In entailment - a fact follows from the knowledge base iff
it is true in all minimal models. We can check the minimal
models one at a time and refute a fact before seeing all of
them.

In diagnosis - each minimal model is an indication of a
possible set of faulty components. We can check the com-
ponents suggested by some minimal model while the next
minimal model is being generated.

The task of reasoning with minimal models has re-
ceived a formal analysis in several studies (Cadoli 1991;
1992; Kolaitis & Papadimitriou 1990; Eiter & Gottlob 1993;
Chen & Toda 1993; Ben-Eliyahu & Dechter 1996). Unfor-
tunately, the results of the above work on the complexities
of reasoning with minimal models are discouraging. It turns
out that even when the knowledge base is positive, that is,
when the knowledge base has no integrity constraints, find-
ing one minimal model isPNP [O(logn)]-hard (Cadoli 1992)
(and positive theories always have a minimal model!)1, and
checking whether a model is minimal for some knowledge
base is co-NP-complete (Cadoli 1991).

1We recall thatPNP [O(logn)] is the class of decision problems
that are solved by polynomial-time bounded deterministic Turing
machines making at most a logarithmic number of calls to an or-
acle inNP . For a precise characterization of the complexity of
model finding, given in terms of complexity classes of functions,
see (Chen & Toda 1993).
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In this paper we present a new algorithm for computing
minimal models. Using this algorithm, we can show a hi-
erarchy of classes of knowledge bases,	1;	2; :::, with the
following properties: first,	1 is the class of all Horn knowl-
edge bases; second, if a knowledge baseT is in 	k, then
T has at mostk minimal models, and all of them may be
found in timeO(lnk), wherel is the length of the knowledge
base andn the number of atoms inT ; third, for an arbitrary
knowledge baseT , we can find the minimumk such thatT
belongs to	k in time polynomial in the size ofT ; and, last,
whereK is the class of all knowledge bases, it is the case
that

S
1

i=1	i = K, that is, every knowledge base belongs to
some class in the hierarchy. The algorithm that we present is
demand-driven, that is, it is capable of generating one model
at a time. We show how the algorithm can be generalized to
allow efficient computation of minimal Herbrand models for
the subclass of all function-free first-order knowledge bases.

2 Preliminary Definitions

2.1 syntax

We assume that all rules are in the form

A1 ^ ::: ^ An�!B1 _ ::: _ Bm (1)

where all theA’s andB’s are positive atoms andm;n � 0.
TheB’s are called the head of the rule, theA’s - the body.
Whenm = 0 (1) becomes

A1 ^ ::: ^An�!false;

and is calledan integrity constraint(name borrowed from
database terminology). Whenn = 0 (1) becomes

true�!B1 _ ::: _ Bm;

or simply:

B1 _ ::: _ Bm;

and is called a fact. When bothm;n are0, (1) is equal to
false. The rule (1) isHorn wheneverm � 1.

It is easy to see that our language covers all CNF proposi-
tional formulas, Hence, for any propositional formula there
is a logically equivalent formula in our language.

2.2 The dependency graph

We will divide all the atoms in the knowledge base to equiv-
alence sets as follows:

� If P andQ are in the head of the same rule, thenP andQ
are in the same set.

� If P andQ are both in the body of the same integrity
constraint, they are in the same set.

� If P andQ are both unconstrained, they are in the same
set. An atomP is unconstrainediff it appears in no in-
tegrity constraint and in no head of any rule in the theory.

It’s easy to see that all the equivalence sets make up a
partition of all the atoms in the knowledge base.
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Figure 1: The dependency graph ofT0

Example 2.1 (Running example)Consider the following
knowledge baseT0:

r1 : P1 _Q1

r2 : P1�!P2 _Q2

r3 : P2�!P3 _Q2

r4 : P3�!Q3

r5 : P2 ^Q2�!false
r6 : P4 _Q4

r7 : P5�!P4:

Note thatP5 is the only unconstrained atom. The equiva-
lence sets we get are:

s1: fP1; Q1g,
s2: fP2; Q2; P3g,
s3: fQ3g,
s4: fP4; Q4g,
s5: fP5g.

Given a knowledge baseT , the dependency graph ofT ,
DGT is a directed graph built as follows:

Nodes: there are two types of nodes:

1. each equivalence set is a node, calledES-node.
2. each rule having nonempty head and nonempty body is

a node, calledR-node.

Edges: There is an edge directed from an ES-nodes to an
R-noder iff an atom from ES-nodes appears in the body
of r, and there is an edge directed from an R-noder to
an ES-nodes iff there is an atom in the ES-nodes that
appears in the head ofr.

Example 2.2 The dependency graph of the knowledge base
of Example 2.1 is shown in figure (1).

With each ES-nodes in the dependency graph, we asso-
ciate a subset of rules from T, calledTs. Ts is all the integrity
constraints over the atoms ins and all the rules in which the
atoms froms appear in the head. For example,Ts1 is r1 and
Ts2 is r2; r3; andr5.

Thesuper dependency graphof a knowledge baseT , de-
notedGT , is the superstructure of the dependency graph of
T . That is,GT is a directed graph built by making each
strongly connected component (SCC) in the dependency
graph ofT into a node inGT . An arc exists from an SCC
s to an SCCv iff there is an arc from one of the nodes ins
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Figure 2: The super dependency graph ofT0

to one of the nodes inv in the dependency graph ofT . Note
thatGT is an acyclic graph.

The strongly connected components of a directed graph
G make up a partition of its set of nodes such that, for each
subsetS in the partition and for eachx; y 2 S, there are
directed paths fromx toy and fromy tox inG. The strongly
connected components are identifiable in linear time (Tarjan
1972).

Recall that asourceof a directed graph is a node with
no incoming edges, while asink is a node with no outgoing
edges. Given a directed graphG and a nodes in G, thesub-
graph rooted bys, is the subgraph ofG having only nodes
t such that there is a path directed fromt to s in G (this in-
cludess itself). Thechildrenof s in G are all nodest such
that there is an arc directed fromt to s in G.

Example 2.3 The super dependency graph ofT0 is shown
in Figure 2. The nodes in the square are grouped into a single
node.

Sometimes we will treat a truth assignment (in other
words, interpretation) in propositional logic as a set of atoms
— the set of all atoms assignedtrue by the interpretation.
Given an interpretationI and a set of atomsA, IA denotes
the projection ofI overA. Given two interpretations,I and
J , over sets of atomsA andB, respectively, the interpreta-
tion I + J is defined as follows:

(I+J)(P ) =

8><
>:

I(P ) if P 2 A nB
J(P ) if P 2 B nA
I(P ) if P 2 A

T
B andI(P ) = J(P )

undefined otherwise

If I(P ) = J(P ) for everyP 2 A
T
B, we say thatI andJ

areconsistent.
A partial interpretation is a truth assignment over a subset

of the atoms. Hence, a partial interpretation can be repre-
sented as a consistent set of literals: positive literals repre-
sent the atoms that are true, negative literals the atoms that
are false, and the rest are unknown. A model for a knowl-
edge base (set of rules) in propositional logic is a truth as-
signment that satisfies all the rules. A modelm is minimal
among a set of modelsM iff there is no modelm0 2M such
thatm0 � m. A knowledge base will be calledHorn iff all
its rules are Horn. A Horn knowledge base has a unique
minimal model (if it has a model at all) that can be found in
linear time (Dowling & Gallier 1984).

3 The algorithm
Algorithm ALL -MINIMAL (AAM) in Figure 3 exploits the
structure of the knowledge base as it is reflected in its super
dependency graph. It computes all minimal models while
traversing the super dependency graph from the bottom up,
and can use any algorithm for computing minimal models as
subroutine.

Let T be a knowledge base. With each nodes in GT (the
super dependency graph ofT ), we associateTs, As, Ms,
andT̂s. Ts is the subset ofT containing all the rules about
the atoms ins (as explained in section 2),As is the set of all
atoms in the subgraph ofGT rooted bys, andMs is the set
of minimal models associated with the subset of the knowl-
edge baseT which contains only rules about atoms inAs.
The definition ofT̂s is more involved: we definêTs to be the
knowledge base obtained fromTs by deleting each occur-
rence of an atom that does not belong tos from the body of
every rule. For example, ifTs = fb�!a; a^ d�!c; ag and
s = fa; cg, thenT̂s = fa; a�!cg. While visiting a nodes
during the execution of AAM, we have to compute at step
1.d. all minimal models of some knowledge baseTs. The
estimated time required to find all minimal models ofTs is
shorter than or equal to the time required to find all minimal
models ofT̂s, because the truth value of atoms out ofs is
already known at this stage of the computation. Thus, ifT̂s
is a Horn knowledge base, we can find the minimal model of
T̂s, and hence ofTs, in polynomial time. IfT̂s is not Horn,
then we can find all minimal models of̂Ts, and hence ofTs,
in timeO(22n) wheren is the number of atoms used in̂Ts.
Note that in many cases we can use algorithms with better
performance as subroutines.

Initially, Ms is empty for everys. The algorithm traverses
GT from the bottom up (that is, starting from the sources).
When at a nodes, it first combines all the submodels of the
children of s into a single set of modelsMc(s). If s is a
source, thenMc(s) is set tof;g2. Next, for each modelm
in Mc(s), AAM convertsTs to a knowledge baseTsm using
some transformations that depend on the atoms inm; then,
it finds all the minimal models ofTsm and combines them
with m. The setMs is obtained by repeating this operation
for eachm in Mc(s). AAM uses the procedure CartesProd
(Figure 4), which receives as input several sets of models
and returns the consistent portion of their Cartesian product.
If one of the sets of models which CartesProd gets as in-
put is the empty set, CartesProd will output an empty set of
models. The procedure Convert gets as input a knowledge
baseT and a modelm, and performs the following: for each
positive literalP in m, each occurrence ofP is deleted from
the body of each rule inT . The procedure ALL -MINIMAL -
SUBROUTINE called by AAM may be any procedure that
generates all minimal models.

Theorem 3.1 Algorithm AAM is correct, that is,m is a min-
imal model of a knowledge baseT iff m is generated by AAM
when applied toT .

2Note the difference betweenf;g, which is a set of one model
- the model that assignsfalseto all the atoms, and;, which is a set
that contains no models.



ALL -MINIMAL (T )
Input: A knowledge baseT .
Output: The set of all minimal models ofT .

1. TraverseGT from the bottom up. For each nodes,
do:

(a) Ms := ;;
(b) Lets1; :::; sj be the children ofs.
(c) If j = 0, thenMc(s) := f;g;

elseMc(s) := CartesProd(fMs1 ; :::;Msjg);
(d) For eachm 2Mc(s), do:

i. Tsm := Convert(Ts;m);
ii. M := A LL -MINIMAL -SUBROUTINE(Tsm);
iii. If M 6= ;,

thenMs :=Ms

S
CartesProd(ffmg;Mg);

2. Output CartesProd(fMs1 ; :::;Mskg),
wheres1; :::; sk are the sinks ofGT .

Figure 3: Algorithm ALL -MINIMAL (AAM)

CartesProd(M)
Input: A set of sets of modelsM.
Output: A set of models which is the consistent portion
of the Cartesian product of the sets inM.

1. If M has a single elementfEg, then returnE;

2. M := ;;

3. LetM 0 2 M;

4. D := CartesProd(Mn fM 0g);

5. For eachd in D, do:

(a) For eachm in M 0, do:
If m andd are consistent,
thenM :=M

S
fm+ dg;

(b) EndFor;

6. EndFor;

7. ReturnM ;

Figure 4: Procedure CartesProd

Proof: (sketch) Lets0; s1; :::; sn be the ordering of the
nodes of the super dependency graph by which the algorithm
is executed. We can show by induction oni that AAM, when
at nodesi, generates all and only the minimal models of the
portion of the knowledge base composed of rules that only
use atoms fromAsi .

We will now analyze the complexity of AAM. With each
knowledge baseT , we associate a numbertT as follows.
Associate a numbervs with every node inGT . If T̂s is a
Horn knowledge base, thenvs is 1; else,vs is (22n), where
n is the number of atoms that appear inT̂s. Now associate
another numberts with every nodes. If s is a leaf node,
thents = vs. If s has childrens1; :::; sj in GT , thents =
vs�ts1 �:::�tsj . DefinetT to bets1 �:::�tsk , wheres1; :::; sk
are all the sink nodes inGT .

Definition 3.2 A knowledge baseT belongs to	j if tT = j.

Theorem 3.3 If a knowledge base belongs to	j for somej,
then it has at mostj minimal models that can be computed in
timeO(lnj), wherel is the length ofT andn is the number
of atoms used inT .

The proof is omitted due to space constraints.
Note that all Horn theories belong to	1, and the more

that any knowledge base looks Horn, the more efficient al-
gorithm AAM will be.

Given a knowledge baseT , it is easy to find the minimum
j such thatT belongs to	j . This follows because building
GT and findingts for every node inGT are polynomial-time
tasks. Hence,

Theorem 3.4 Given a knowledge baseT , we can find the
minimumj such thatT belongs to	j in polynomial time.

Note that some models generated at some nodes of the
super dependency graph during the run of AAM may later be
deleted, since they cannot be completed to a minimal model
of the whole knowledge base:

Example 3.5 Consider knowledge baseT2:

a _ c

a �! b

a �! d

b ^ d �! false

During the run of algorithm AAM,Mac (the set of models
computed at the nodefa; cg) is set toffag; fcgg. However,
only fcg is a minimal model ofT2.

Nevertheless, we can show that if there are no integrity
constraints in the nodes that follows, each minimal model
generated at some node will be a part of a minimal model of
the whole knowledge base.

Despite the deficiency illustrated in Example 3.5, algo-
rithm AAM does have desirable features. First, AAM en-
ables us to compute minimal models in a modular fashion.
We can useGT as a structure in which to store the minimal
models. Once the knowledge base is changed, we need to re-
sume computation only at the nodes affected by the change.

Second, in using the AAM algorithm, we do not always
have to compute all minimal models up to the root node.



If we are queried about an atom that is somewhere in the
middle of the graph, it is often enough to compute only the
models of the subgraph rooted by the node that represents
this atom.

Third, the AAM algorithm is useful in computing the la-
beling of a TMS subject to nogoods. A set of nodes of a
TMS can be declarednogood, which means that all accept-
able labeling should assignfalse to at least one node in the
nogood set.3 In minimal models terminology, this means
that when handling nogoods, we look for minimal models in
which at least one atom from a nogood isfalse. A straight-
forward approach would be to first compute all the minimal
models and then choose only the ones that comply with the
nogood constraints. But since the AAM algorithm is mod-
ular and works from the bottom up, in many cases it can
prevent the generation of unwanted minimal models at an
early stage. During the computation, we can exclude the
submodels that do not comply with the nogood constraints
and erase these submodels fromMs once we are at a nodes
in the super dependency graph such thatAs includes all the
members of a certain nogood.

4 Computing Minimal Models of
First-Order Knowledge Bases

In this section, we show how we can generalize algorithm
AAM so that it can find all minimal models of a knowledge
base over a first-order language with no function symbols.
The new algorithm will be called FIRST-ALL -MINIMAL
(FAAM).

We will now refer to a knowledge base as a set of rules of
the form

A1 ^ A2 ^ ::: ^An�!B1 _ B2 _ ::: _ Bm (2)

where allAs andBs are atoms in afirst-orderlanguage with
no function symbols. The definitions of head, body, facts,
and integrity constraints are analogous to the propositional
case. In the expressionp(X1; :::; Xk), p is called apredicate
name.

As in the propositional case, every knowledge baseT
is associated with a directed graph called thedependency
graphof T , in which we have predicates names instead of
atoms. The super dependency graph,GT , is defined in an
analogous manner.

A knowledge base will be calledsafeiff each of its rules
is safe. A rule issafeiff all the variables appearing in the
head of the rule also appear in in the body of the rule. In
this section, we assume that knowledge bases are safe. The
Herbrand baseof a knowledge base is the set of all atoms
constructed using predicate names and constants from the
knowledge base. The set ofground instances of a ruleis the
set of rules obtained by consistently substituting variables
from the rule with constants that appear in the knowledge
base in all possible ways. Theground instance of a knowl-
edge baseis the union of all ground instances of its rules.
Note that the ground instance of a first-order knowledge base
can be viewed as a propositional knowledge base.

3In our terminology nogoods are simply integrity constraints,
and can be added directly to the knowledge base.

FIRST-ALL -MINIMAL (T )
Input: A first-order knowledge baseT .
Output: All the minimal models ofT .

1. TraverseGT from the bottom up. For each nodes,
do:

(a) Ms := ;;
(b) Lets1; :::; sj be the children ofs;
(c) Mc(s) := CartesProd(fMs1 ; :::;Msjg);
(d) For eachm 2Mc(s) do

Ms := Ms

S
all-minimal(Ts

S
ftrue�!P jP 2 mg)

2. Output CartesProd(fMs1; :::;Mskg),
wheres1; :::; sk are the sinks ofGT .

Figure 5: Algorithm FIRST-ALL -MINIMAL (FAAM)

A modelfor a knowledge base is a subsetM of the knowl-
edge base’s Herbrand base having the following two proper-
ties:

1. For every rule with non-empty head in the grounded
knowledge base, if all the atoms that appear in the body
of the rule belong toM then at least one of the atoms in
the head of the rule belongs toM .

2. For every integrity constraint, not all the atoms in the body
appear inM .

A minimal model for a first-order knowledge baseT is a
Herbrand model ofT , which is also a minimal model of the
grounded version ofT .

We now present FAAM, an algorithm that computes all
minimal models of a first-order knowledge base. LetT be
a first-order knowledge base. As in the propositional case,
with each nodes in GT (the super dependency graph ofT ),
we associateTs, As, andMs. Ts is the subset ofT contain-
ing all the rules about predicates whose names are ins. As is
the set of all predicate namesP that appear in the subgraph
of GT rooted bys. Ms are the minimal models associated
with the sub–knowledge base ofT that contains only rules
about predicates whose names are inAs. Initially, Ms is
empty for everys. Algorithm FAAM traversesGT from the
bottom up. When at a nodes, the algorithm first combines
all the submodels of the children ofs into a single set of
models,Mc(s). Then, for each modelm in Mc(s), it calls
a procedure that finds all the minimal models ofTs union
the set of all the clausestrue�!P such thatP 2 m. The
procedure ALL -MINIMAL called by FAAM can be any pro-
cedure that computes all the minimal models of a first-order
knowledge base. Because procedure ALL -MINIMAL com-
putes minimal models for only parts of the knowledge base,
it may take advantage of some fractions of the knowledge
base being Horn or having any other property that simplifies
computation of the minimal models of a fraction.

Theorem 4.1 Algorithm FAAM is correct, that is,m is a
minimal model of a knowledge baseT iff m is one of the
models in the output when applying FAAM toT .

Proof: As the proof of Theorem 3.1.



Note that the more that a knowledge base appears Horn,
the more efficient algorithm FAAM becomes.

5 Related Work
During the last few years there have been several studies re-
garding the problem of minimal model computation. Ben-
Eliyahu and Dechter (Ben-Eliyahu & Dechter 1996) have
presented several algorithms for computing minimal mod-
els, all of them different from the one presented here. One
limitation of the algorithms presented there is that they pro-
duce asupersetof all minimal models while every model
produced using our algorithm is minimal. In addition, for
each of the algorithms presented by (Ben-Eliyahu & Dechter
1996) we can show a set of theories for which our algorithm
performs better. A more detailed comparison is omitted here
because of space constraints.

Ben-Eliyahu and Palopoli (Ben-Eliyahu & Palopoli 1997)
have presented a polynomial algorithm for finding a minimal
model, but it works only for a subclass of all CNF theories
and it finds only one minimal model.

The algorithm of Ben-Eliyahu (Ben-Eliyahu 1996) for
finding stable models of logic programs has some common
ideas with the one presented here. However, it finds only
stable models and it does not work for rules with more than
one atom in the head.

Special cases of this task have been studied in the past
in the diagnosis literature and the logic programming litera-
ture. For instance, many of the algorithms used in diagnosis
systems (de Kleer & Williams 1987; de Kleer, Mackworth,
& Reiter 1992) are highly complex in the worst case. To
find a minimal diagnosis, they first compute all prime impli-
cates of a theory and then find a minimal cover of the prime
implicates. The first task is output exponential, while the
second is NP-hard. Therefore, in the diagnosis literature, re-
searchers often compromise completeness by using heuris-
tic approaches. Some of the work in the logic programming
literature has focused on using efficient optimization tech-
niques, such as linear programming, for computing minimal
models (e.g., (Bellet al. 1994)). One limitation of this ap-
proach is that it does not address the issue of worst-case and
average-case complexities.

6 Conclusions
We have presented a new algorithm for computing mini-
mal models. Every model generated by this algorithm is
minimal, and all minimal models are eventually generated.
The algorithm induces a hierarchy of tractable subsets for
the problem of minimal model computation. The minimal
models can be generated by the algorithm one at a time, a
property which allows demand-driven computation. This al-
gorithms calls for a distributed implementation, an issue we
leave for future work.
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